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? 2 ? TLS???????
2.2 Server Name Indication












































k-means???d???N?????X = {x1,x2 . . . ,xN} ?????????? (??) ?
????????????K??????C = {c1, c2, . . . , cK} ?????????????








‖xi − µk‖2 (3.1)
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? 3 ? ???????
k-means???? (3.1)???????????????k-means???????????
????
1. ???: N ???????????K??????????????????????
?? (??) ????µk (k = 1, . . . , K)????
2. ????????: ?????????????????????????????
3. ?????: ????????µk??????
























? 3 ? ???????
1. ????????? k0 (????????? 2) ???? k = k0??? k-means???
????????????C1, C2, . . . , Ck0????
2. ???? Ci???? k = 2??? k-means??????????????? C1i , C2i ?
???
3. ????BIC?????BIC’?????BIC ≥ BIC’??????????
4. BIC < BIC’????C1i , C2i ???? 2.?? 4.????









?????????A = {1, 2, . . . , K}??????????B = {1, 2, . . . , L}???????
?R???????? i, j????????????Rij = 1 (?)???????Rij = 0 (?)?
??2????????????????????????R???????????????
?????????A???????????????????????s1 = {s11, s12, . . . , s1K}?
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? 3 ? ???????
B??????????????????????? s2 = {s21, s22, . . . , s2L}????????
?????? (3.3)????? (s1, s2)?????P ?????? (s1, s2)?????????
???
P (s1, s2|R) = P (R|s




1. ???: ??????????????????????? s1, s2???????
?????????????? c1???????? c2????
2. ?????????: ??????? i = 1, 2, . . . , K??????????
• ?????? s1i ????????????????????????
• ?????????????????? c1←(c1 − 1)????
• s1i = k(k = 1, . . . , c1 + 1)?????????????s1i ????????
• s1i = c1 + 1??????? c1←(c1 + 1)????
????????????? i = 1, 2, . . . , L????????
3. ???????: ????? s1, s2???????? (3.3)???????P ??????
P > Pmax???? Pmax, s1, s2????????
4. ????: ??? 2.? 3.????? (Pmax?????????) ???????
????????????A? k????????B? l???????????????
??? Rij ? 1?????? ηkl???????????? k????? l????????



























???????????????? 1??????????? 328?? IP?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 1???????





? 4.2??????????????????????????????? (PCA, Principal
Component Analysis) ?????????????????? 4.3????????????
????????? 328???????? 500?????????????????????
???????? 328× 500 = 164, 000???????????????? 21???????
??????????? 21?????????????????N ???????????






















?????????????????? 5.1???????????5.2?? STEP2 (x-means
?????????) ???????5.3?? STEP3 (??????????) ???????
5.1 ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
2018? 7? 2??? 2018? 7? 8?????? 09:00–10:00?13:00–14:00?19:00–20:00??
??????????????????ClientHello????????? 5.1????
? 5.1: ???????ClientHello??????
?????? 09:00–10:00 13:00–14:00 19:00–20:00
2018/07/02 (?) 125,408 90,839 97,051
2018/07/03 (?) 136,343 82,365 95,196
2018/07/04 (?) 113,251 81,308 92,877
2018/07/05 (?) 138,576 84,390 110,790
2018/07/06 (?) 144,435 105,669 115,080
2018/07/07 (?) 115,080 111,698 86,647































?????? 09:00–10:00 13:00–14:00 19:00–20:00
2018/07/02 (?) ???? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3
2018/07/03 (?) ???? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3
2018/07/04 (?) ???? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3
2018/07/05 (?) ???? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3
2018/07/06 (?) ???? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3
2018/07/07 (?) ???? 4 ???? 4 ???? 5
2018/07/08 (?) ???? 5 ???? 5 ???? 5
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? 5 ? ????
(a) ????????????????
(b) ????????????????
? 5.2: ???????????????? (?????? 1)
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? 5 ? ????
(a) ????????????????
(b) ????????????????
? 5.3: ???????????????? (?????? 2)
20
? 5 ? ????
(a) ????????????????
(b) ????????????????
? 5.4: ???????????????? (?????? 3)
21
? 5 ? ????
(a) ????????????????
(b) ????????????????
? 5.5: ???????????????? (?????? 4)
22
? 5 ? ????
(a) ????????????????
(b) ????????????????
? 5.6: ???????????????? (?????? 5)
23










?????? 1 12 22
?????? 2 9 16
?????? 3 6 19
?????? 4 6 18
?????? 5 6 16
? 5.5: ??????????????????????????
???? ?????????? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3 ???? 4 ???? 5
???? 1 16 4 36 13 19
???? 2 69 30 111 40 58
???? 3 97 67 211 181 180
???? 4 24 23 43 196 213
???? 5 65 102 96 67 27
???? 6 20 26 3 3 3
???? 7 6 165 − − −
???? 8 35 4 − − −
???? 9 142 79 − − −
???? 10 3 − − − −
???? 11 22 − − − −
???? 12 1 − − − −
24
? 5 ? ????
? 5.6: ?????????????????????????????
???? ?????????? 1 ???? 2 ???? 3 ???? 4 ???? 5
???? 1 158 162 137 173 156
???? 2 9 31 23 38 36
???? 3 27 12 15 6 11
???? 4 8 15 7 28 11
???? 5 5 50 40 14 40
???? 6 28 4 11 2 23
???? 7 26 4 22 7 11
???? 8 12 19 2 20 1
???? 9 3 6 2 6 20
???? 10 1 9 32 3 4
???? 11 15 2 4 8 3
???? 12 4 3 6 9 1
???? 13 9 2 11 1 3
???? 14 5 4 2 7 6
???? 15 3 4 1 2 1
???? 16 2 1 2 2 1
???? 17 4 − 3 1 −
???? 18 2 − 4 1 −
???? 19 1 − 4 − −
???? 20 4 − − − −
???? 21 1 − − − −
???? 22 1 − − − −
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? 5 ? ????





?????????? (ηkl = 1)??????? (ηkl = 0)?????????
? 5.7: ????????????? ηkl??? (?????? 1)
? 5.8: ????????????? ηkl??? (?????? 2)
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? 5 ? ????
? 5.9: ????????????? ηkl??? (?????? 3)
? 5.10: ????????????? ηkl??? (?????? 4)
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